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The American space age began on January 31, 1958, with the launch of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Explorer 1-the first U.S. satellite and the dis-
coverer of the Van Allen radiation belts that surround Earth. Dr. Werner
von Braun's U.S. Army teain provided the Jupiter C rocket that carried the
14-kilogram (31-pound) safJlie, ij►to orbit.
The choice of JPL to-conduct the noon's first space venture was based on
the Laboratory's o x*ertir in' rocket. : pulsion research, which began with
the late Theodore von gar' Man .and several graduate students of the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology in the mid-4930s. In the creekbed of the Arroy
*	
o
Seco in the desol foofl4ll*1jdrth 4^asadena, von Karman and his stu-
dents did what o ,mb* pkhe g^r,p has described as "rather odd ex-
periments" in rocketry.: AhT.Lt,every rocket that flies today shares the com.
mon heritage of that pidnu^igrti -research. And that desolate spot in the
foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains is now the site of JPL, which covers
175 acres and employs more than 4,000 people.
Early research at JPL led to the further development of solid- and liquid-
fueled rockets. The first application came in 1940 with JATO (jet-assisted
takeoff) for aircraft. In later years, JPL developed the Corporal and
Sergeant missile systems for the Army. JPL was transferred from Army
jurisdiction to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on De-
cember 3, 1958, two months after the civilian agency was created. Under a
new NASA-Caltech contract, JPL was given its first assignments to lead
the nation's exploration of deep space.
For NASA, JPL led the nacion's unmanned missions to the Moon and plan-
ets, opening the view frontier of our solar system. Among JPL's achieve-
ments are the Ranger and Surveyor lunar projects, the Mariner missions to
Mars, Venus, and Mercury, the Viking mission to Mars, and most recently
the exploration of Jupiter and Saturn by Voyagers 1 and 2.
Current JPL studies of Earth and its environment include the Solar Meso-
sphere Explorer, which is examining concentrations of ozone and other
chemicals in Earth's atmosphere. JPL scientists are also using the new
Mace shuttle catiability to carry
 experiments into Earth orbit. The success-
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a	 Cui Shuttle Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A) and Shuttle Multispectral Infrared
Radiometer (SMIER), geologic and resource mapping instruments, were
part of the first shuttle scientific payload and helped prove the usefulness of
the orbiter as a vehicle for science experiments.
Other shuttle experiments are being built or are in development by JPL:
The Shuttle Imal;ing Radar-B (SIR-B) will use the imaging radar and
electronics of its predecessor (SIR-A), combined with sophisticated digital
data recording and processing systems, on a shuttle flight in 1981.
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As seen by
(_	 Voyager 1.
s>:. Jupiter
makes ar over-
whelming back-
drop for its ,ol-
canically active
moon lo. One of
lo's volcanoes
fright). photo-
graphed b y Voy-
ager 1, spews sul-
furous debris into
space.
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VOYAGER
The two Voyager spacecraft, launched in
the summer of 1977, have performed unprec-
edented studies of Jupiter and Saturn.
Equipped with television cameras and a
variety of other scientific instruments, the
Voyagers, in their brief encounters, sent
back more information about .Jupiter ar. .
Saturn than had been previously obtained in
the history of science.
Now Voyager 1 is headed out of the solar
system, its primarti mission completed. Voy-
ager 2's task continues, through a Uranus
encounter in January 1986 and a final
planetary encounter with Neptune in
August 1989.
The Voyagers discovered that Jupiter pos-
sesses a ring and that Saturn is encircled by
more than a thousand. Auroras were found
in the atmospheres of both giant planets.
The hottest spot known to exist near a
planet was found in a region within Saturn's
magnetosphere, where a torus of positively
charged hydrogt- and oxygen atoms
reaches temperatures of 400 to 500 million
degrees Kelvin (720 to 900 million degrees
Fahrenheit).
The Voyagers found three new satellites
aroundJupiter, and at least seven more
around Saturn.
Nine active volcanoes were discovered on
Jupiter's moon lo, the most geophysically
active body known in the solar system.
Voyager 1's close study of Titan showed
that the moon's dense atmosphere is mosth
nitrogen. Methane and hydrocarbon consti-
tuents contribute to the production of the
hydrogen cyanide and complex organic
molecules that form Titan's deep smog
layer. Titan's frigid temperature of 95
degrees Kelvin (-288 degrees Fahrenheit)
may permit the formation of methane ices
clouds in the lower atmosphere and hquid-
methane oceans on its surface.
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ocager 1
took this
last look at
Saturn before the
spacecraft began
its journe'% out of
the solar system.
Vo y ager ? will fly
b% Uranus in Jan-
uary
 1986.
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When Voyager 1 encolulters L-anus in
January 1986, it will stud. the i-aseous
planet's atmosphere, ring system, and five
known satellites.
Voyager 1's trajectory at Uranus has been
designed so that the spacecraft will go on to
encounter distant Neptune in August 1989.
Neptune's satellite Triton, which may re-
semble Titan, kill he studied f'r(.m a dis-
ttaiee of less than 4.i0fi kilunret:rs (1,500
miles)- the closest approaci, to any body
during the Voyager mission.
The Voyagers are each equipped with an
antenna that can be precisely pointed to
send a tight radio beam to the huge, ultra-
sensitire receivers of JPL's Deep Space
Network stations in California, Spain, and
Australia.
The vast distance between Earth and
Uranus %% ill make the one - W;l^ conunuuiica-
tions time with Voyager 2 two hours and 45
minutes. At Neptune, it %%ill take more Ihan
four hours for Voyager's radio signal to
reach Earth.
INFRARED ASTRONOMICALSATELLITE
The InfrarNd Astronom cal Satellite (IKAS)
is an international project of the Unitod
States, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom.
Most infrared radiation is blocked by
Earth's atmosphere, limiting the observa-
tion of infrared sources. IRAS will extend
our vision of astronomical events to such a
distance that scientists will be able to stud
the hirth and death of stars toward the
edge of the universe.
IRAS will he launched from the Western
Test Ran^;v at Vandenberg Air Force Base
in California.
IQ
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he Infrared
Astronomical
Satellite
(IRAS), a joint
project of the
United Males, the
Netherlands, and
the United king-
dom, %x ill pro p ide
the data for map-
ping as man* as
one million new•
celestial infrared
sources in the
uni%erse.
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The IRAS spacecraft was built in the
Netherlands. The large telescope, with an
aperture of 57 centimeters (22 inches), was
developed Ly NASA's Ames Research Cen-
ter. The spacecraft and telescope were
mated and tested at JPL.
JPL and The Netherlands Agency for Aero-
space manage the project and will design
and operate the scientific analysis facility,
which will produce an infrared sky map and
catalog containing as many as one million
infrared sources.
Once IRAS is in a near-polar orbit 900 4ilo-
meters (561) miles) above Earth's surface,
the satellite will be tracked and controlled
from a ground station in Chilton, England.
GALILEO
A mission to orbit Jupiter and send an
instrumented probe into its atmosphere is
under development.
The mission, called Galileo, was assigned to
JI'L by NASA's Office of Space Science and
Applications. The Galileo orbiter was de-
signed and is being built by JPL. NASA's
Ames Research Center is developing the
probe.
Scientists have called the Jovian s ystem a
"miniature solar system" because of the
similarities between the planet and its
satellites and the Sun and its planets.
Galileo is scheduled to he launched from a
space shuttle in May 1986 and to arrive at
Jupiter in September 1968. The probe will
be jettisoned toward Jupiter and, supported
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alileo, a mis-
sion to Jupi-
ter, will
send an orbiter to
study the giant
planet's four larg-
est moons in de-
tail. The space-
craft will release
it probe into Jupi-
ter's clouds to
study the planet's
atmosphere.
his partiall'
frost-covered
Martian ter-
rain, as seen by
Viking Orbiter 2,
creates strange
patterns that
mask topographi
in the polar re-
gion. The 'Thomas
A. Mutch 'llepiori-
al Station, Viking
Lander 1, contin-
ues to stud% the
surface and atmo-
sphere of Mars.
b. a parachute, will descend into the giant
planet's turbulent atmosphere. It will trMis-
wit data to the orbiter from beneath
ter's cloud tops until increasing heat and
pressure destroy the probe.
Meanwhile, using the gravity of each moon
to bend its trajectory, the orbiter will swing
repeatedly around the Galilean satellites—
I(,. Europa. Callist,), and Ganymede—mak-
ing detailed studies of their varied surfaces.
A variety of scientific instruments will 11y
aboard the (irbiter, including a new imaging
system that uses a charge-coupled device
(CCD) rather than the vidic,m tubes flown
on earlier Voyager, Viking, and Mariner
spacecraft. The CCD imaging system pro-
vides a much greater spectral response than
vidic• on cameras. It is expected that Galileo
images will resolve features as small :is 20
.peters (lilt feet).
VIKING
Two Viking landcrs descended to, the sur-
face of Mars in the summer of 1971, after
an 11-month cruise aboard their orhitcr
sp;^- V ur; i't. 'L-he succ•es ful landings on the
Rt-d Ylancl brought us the first pictures
from its surface. A prime objective cuf the
mission was to search for microscopic life
on Mars in our first serious attempt to find
life heyond Earin.
The Vikings performed Ia detailed and
sensitive experiments from orbit and froni
the surface, including analysis of the
planet's atmosphere during descent. Thus
far, the Viking spacecraft have sent more
than 57,000 pictures to I'arth, of which
about 4,600 were taken by the landcrs and
the rest by the orbiters.
The Viking primary mission ended in No-
vember 1576 when Mars was eclipsed by the
Surf as viewed frwn Earth. Wlien the planet
0	 0^
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he largest
%olcano
kno%% n in
the solar syslem.
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	 :M'mpus ons,
dominates this
mosaic of photo-
graphs taken by
Vikings Orbiter I
in 1980.
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reemerged, the Viking; team began an ex-
tend -d mission that continued through
August 1980. One of the landers is still in
operation. The Thomas A. Mutch Menu,rial
Station (\';king; Lander 1) continues mon-
itoring; ;Martian weather and surface
changes, returning in,ag;ing and other data
weekly through the Ovep Space 1e'work
`cicntists have now had their first l ng^
terrn look at the weather on Mars In addi-
tion, they have tested the Martian soil for
chemical makeup, organic compounds, and
microbial life. A seismometer listened for
Marsquakes, and a soil sampler dug; trench-
es and shook bi t s of soil out of its sieved
collector head to study the soil's physical
and magnetic properties.
From orbit, Viking; measured water vapor
in the Martian at nwsphere and made wor:
than a hundred million remote measure-
ments o; the temperature of the surface,
the clouds, and the polar caps. Two high-
resolution vaineras visually documented the
varied geology and nletcorolog y of the Red
Planet.
The Viking; mission ha:: found no clear cvi-
dcnce of the presence of living; microorg-an-
isnrs in the soil near the landing sites,
though the question of life on Mars still re-
mains open.
Elements and isotopes in the Ltmosphere
indicate that a much denser atmosphere
-one with abundant water-existed in the
past.
The surface is a type of iron-rich rldy con-
taining; a highly oxidizing; substance that re-
leases oxygen when wetted. 'There is evi-
dence that subsurface water in the form of
permafrost covers much if not all of the
planet.
6.
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NASA's Langley Research Center had
overall nl;uiavement responsihil;ty for the
Viking priwar} mission: .11N, was rnsponsi-
ble for building and flying; the orbiters, and
for operating the Mission Control and C-on
 
it, ting ( 'cntcr and the I)eep Space Now, rk
trac;,ing stations. Full Vircin^* managcmenl
responsibility was tr: n.4erred front the
Langley Research Center to ,I I'I, in April
11,78.
5( ► I..xR MF':SOSPIIERE E\P1.1 ► a:it
Ozone serves as a protective filter against
the- Sun's ultraviolet rays. Scientists believe
that pollutants, especiall y 11uoroc•arbons,
may deplete the concentraticr. of ozone in
the upper atmosphere to a dangerously I'oW
Iew• I.
.11'1.'s Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME)
satcaite is examining the anount and dis-
tribution of ozone in the mesosphere-which
extends from 50 to Kai kilometers (30 to 50
miles) in altitude-and is stud ving the in-
teraction between ozone and sunlight. Five
scientific instruments monitor ozone :tiff
other :1tmispheric con tituents.
In its fir•;t year of operation ti y ll': fo,lnd
Ihat the loss of ozone inOw nu•sospher'e
slowed de11 .Ing a nwsosphcr , , • cooling tre nd
in early 1982. The results indicate a strong
relationship lit- 1 ween the lass of nresuspherlc
ozone and upper atin-Npheric • tenrlieratures.
Ozone is produred in the tipper atmosphere
through the • interaction of ,milight and ox-
ygen molecules. SI.E's findings show there
IIM,V :► :so he a relationship between atnio -
spheric temperatwc • and the production (if
ozone.
`'ME was also called upon to perflprru
unanticipated studies o1' dust and gas Shut
into the upper atmosphere by the volcano
1•:1 Chit hon in spring 1''82. ^'ME scientists
at the I'niversity of Coh,rados Laboratory
for Atmoylhcric and Space Ph '
 sits (LASS)
III Boulder tracked the ;olcamu debris as it
encircled the gi.• e, forming I ring just
above the equator. SME kill continue to
study the ch ud's nn.vem cw, the distributio11
:1nd density of particles %%ithin it, and its in-
teraction with sunlij,ht.
Launched in October 19S1, SME is expcclol
to study the upper atmosphere fur at least a
half dozen Ye:1rs. since it operates without
y
zone a nd its
interaction
%%.th sun-
light is under
stud y b y the Solar
Mesosphere Ex-
plorer. Data from
the satellite is re-
ceived directl y by
Its science users
at the I'ni^ersity
of Colorado's Lab-
oratory for Atmo-
spheric and Space
Ph y sics, in
Boulder.
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consumahlc fuels—it produces electricity _
fr(,ni its solar cells and us e s that cicctricit;
and Earth's nccg;nctic field to change its
:cttitudc.
Science data from t' ., ';,ME is received di
rect h by its science am. , rs at LASP in Coo
omdo. LASP, which developed the five
science instrt:nu nt., :dso conun:ur's the
sat( Hite. JI'L manages the project fm-
NASA's Office ccf Space Science and
Ap i wlicat i, ms.
^VIUF: I' IF:I.1 ► IPLANF:"1'.1111' CAMERA
NASA's Space Telescope. which will hringr
the most distant rcac • hes of the cniverse
seven times close- into view, will cam five
science instr • unwnts, including the Wide-
Ficld/P1:cncI;If ,v Camera, desig ra-d and being;
huilt hY .11'1, and Cah-ch.
The Space Telescope is sc • hec:ule, Io he
lunched from a NASA space shc.ttic in
.I:umar • 1995.
Uhjec• ts to he studied I Y the teles(ope and
c:ur:er:c rcng v froru asteroids, coms a t-, and
planets in our solar system to ncarh} • stars
and, heymid those, to galaxies and quasars
at the edg;-e of the universe. The camera
sYstem, in conjunction with the tcic.•c,1t,j•.
will detect objects 101 Ames fainter than
those visible from Earth-based telcscopcs,
with about W times greater rusi,lution.
The \\"idc-Fi ,•Id/Planetary Camera consists
of two camera st • slems of different focal
le,igcths (with fcncr individual canccras in
cac h sc • stcml, slmrill^ the sane • housing; and
clec • t rim ics. T'hc wide - field camera will he
used to g; in a wide perspective on the sky,
while the plan( • ta.- c • amcra will make hig,h-
res , -lutio n stt.divs -if Individual 6jects, in-
cludn g, planets, galaxies, and stellar ob-
µv t.. T • he planctar ' camera's high-
resolution capahiliLv we uld allow the .nstru•
ment to rus"Ive an oicject the sirs of a
basebal' from a distance • 4 Vo miles.
The instrument will perform:
IIig,h-resolution measurements of gralac-
t ic • renters.
Searches for perturhations of nearby
stars that would indicate the presence of
platicts the size of Jupiter in orbit around
them.
Studies of the dynamics of protost<ers
and supc•ru iva rcnumnts.
i:.
hotog r" pns
of .tars and
i;aiaxie. near
the ed;re of the
unkerse will he
taken hi the
Wieie-Field Plane-
tary Camera.
'A hic • h \k ill be a
part cf \ASA s
Space Telescope.
The telescope \% ill
he Launched from
a .pace .huttle in
Januarc 19115.
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he :'cuus
flapper, car-
rying it radar
system that pro-
duces photograph-
like ima;;es.
would orbit
Venus, piercing
through the
clouds that cur-
tain the planet's
surface from view.
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titlldieS UI e'llHld 111 I )t1o11S 211111 :ltlllO-
spheric co mposltions (if 	 in mir solar
system.
Surface-structure mapping of satellites,
asteroids, and ecrtnets.
An image obtained h^ the camera system is
recorde,l on four of eight c• h • ,ri r; coupled de-
vices (('Cl ls), solid-state arrays o `' silicon de-
tectors similar to these used in the Galileo
orbiter imaging system. Each CCD c,mtains
KIM by KUU picture elements. Transmitted
hack to Farth, the four images will be com-
puter-processed and rec •onucined in a mo-
saic-an analcct, to the scene observed by
the c•anwras.
V ENUS M APPE R
A proposed spacecraft that would see
through the (+)uds of Venus and obtain de-
tailed images of that planet's surface is be-
ing studied by M I L as a low-cost scientific
mission for NASA.
The Venus :Mapper would use the JPL-
de e,..1oped sYnthetie aperture radar (SAR) to
pierce through the planet's thick cloud cover
and reveal features as small as 300 meters
(1,00() feet). In less than a year of orbiting
\'onus, the rllupper r would t•cturn detailed
radar images of nearl y w percent (if the
pl:ulet's surface.
The Venus Mapper would he partiall.,
a<-ernhled frccm spare parts front past and
futrlre tPL nlissious. including Viking.
V,)}'agar, and Galileo.
The thick, poisonous Clouds of sultl.ric acid
and carlwn dHcxete that shield the SUr f,1C'e of
Venus from Clew arc t ransparent tc nlict'11-
xave radar, and the SAIL system would pro-
duce photccgraph like images of the surf:lCe.
Recent studies have indicated that Venus.
where tile• average, <urfacv temperature is
•171) degrees CCiSius (91111 degrees Fahren-
heit), rllav once have had oceans of water 30
or more percent the size of Earth's oceans.
Topographical evidence of evaporated ocean
basins and river channels, it' the y once exis-
teci. Would be re p ealed hY the Venus
11;cpper.
Of O
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loseup stud-
ies of the
Sun «ould
he performed b'
Starprube. ln-
other mission, the
Solar Interplane-
tary Satellite,
\\ould study solar
cNents not ohsen-
ahlt from Earth,
providing mea-
surements com-
plementar y to
those of the Inter-
national Solar
Polar Mission.
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INTERNATIONAI. SOLAR POLAR
MISSION - SOL.iR INTERPLAN-
ETARY SATELLITE
NASA and the European Space Agency
(ESA) are cooperating in a joint flight mis-
st(n to explore the poles (f the Sll ► 1 and to
investigate the energy and p latter 1•1o%\,ing
into the solar system from those regions.
A spacecraft built )y ti ESA and carrying
a payload of European and V.S. instru-
ments will he laLHIC11 'd in early 1985 from a
space shuttle. The spacecraft will first fly to
Jupiter, %vh(;e powerfla gravity will htrost it
hack over the Sur. InStr•u ►llt'11tS I'll the
spacecraf •' \%ill study both the north and
scuth polar regions as it orbits the Sun. At
the same time, the spacecraft will measure
galactic material enterit)g the solar system
from ahove and below the orbital planes .rf
the planets. Neither the Still 	 interplan-
etar^' space ha• ever before been studied in
thc'sl' 1'e^"lullti.
A second inissi,m designed t( complement
the ISI'Dl i; under • stud' at JPL. Called the
Solar Interplanetary Sateilite (SIS), this
nlisskal \1• 4whi semi a spill • "craft into or•hlt
around the Sun, trailing Earth ill 	 orbit
by about 90 degrees. Front this position,
SIS W(-Uld stlutV solar events n(t (bservahle
front either Earth trr the 1whir (whit ()f the
ISPJi spacecraft.
EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
The Extreme Ultraviolet Explrn •tr (EUVE)
is a proposed satellite project intended to
conduct an all sky sot ey of ohiects radiat-
ing in extreme-ultravioh't wavelengths (100
to l,t)UU angstr•(nl;).
Four telescopes W(uld survey the sky,
searching for and ..determining the positions
of extreme-ultraviolet point sources. Diffuse
Q	 V
alley , the
nos + fa-
mous of
comets, was pho-
tographed during
its last sx% eep past
Earth in 1910. A
N%orld%%ide net-
work of amateur
and professional
astronomers will
stud. the ^omet in
depth xN hen it
passes again in
1986.
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sources and the cosmic extreme-ultraviolet
radiation would also be studied.
STARYROBE
A heat- and radiation-resistant sp-1c•ec•raft
That would perf,irm a close-up examination
of the Sun is under study as a possible
future mission for NASA.
Starprobe would investigate the fields and
particles environment around the Sun,
study its magnetic field, and obtain high-
resolution photographs of its surface with
X-ray, ultraviolet, andvisible-light
telescopes.
In order to achieve the velocity necessary to
reach the Sun, the spacecraft would first be
launched toward Jupiter. Enough momen-
tum would be gained in one swing around
.Jupiter to send the spacecraft hack toward
the Sun.
INTERNATIONAL HALLEY WATCH
JPL and the University of Frlangen-
Ndrnberg in West Germany are the lead
centers for the International Halley- Watch
(111W), which is coordinating the observa-
tions of Halley's Comet by professional and
amateur astronomers around the world.
WhenHalley circles the Sun anti passes
Earth in I!Jn6, the comet will be observed
from Earth, from Earth orbit, and by space-
craft from the Japanese, European, and
joint French-Soviet space agencies.
The Space Telescope and various space
Shuttle payloads will make long-term obser-
vations of the comet. The IHW will work
closely with these projects to insure that
ground-hased studies by amateurs and pro-
fessionals are made concurrcntl y . Data
gathered through these methods Nvill be
compiled by the 111W and archived for
study by researchers.
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ossible mis-
sions to he
performed b.^
Mariner dark 11
spaceciaft include
voyages to Saturn
and its moon
Titan. A probe
that would de-
scent; to Tilan•s
surface could re-
veal details of its
terrain and thick
atmosphere.
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MARINER MARK II
The Mariner Mark 11 spacecraft is being de-
signed to meet the goal of the next genera-
tion of NASA's exploratory deep-space mis-
sions-to study objects in the solar system at
a fraction of the cost of the first wave of
unmanned United States planetary probes
and orbiters to Mars and the outer planets.
Design flexibility is central to the Mariner
Mark Il. It would be easil y reconfigured to
accomodate instrumentation for a variety of
exploratory missions to planets, satellites,
asteroids, and comets.
The benefits of reconfigurable spacecraft in-
clude reduced costs for redesigning, retest-
ing, and qualifying for flight. Block buys of
items that could he useful in several mis-
sions would be possible, and the same
ground data system could be used with little
modification from mission to mission.
A rendezvous wit h a comet is included
among the missions for which the Mariner
Mark II would be used. A long-term rendez-
vous would allow scientists to study a full
range of cometary phenomena. A Mariner
Mark 11 spacecraft could fly alongside a
comet for a period of months. With small
propulsion maneuvers, the spacecraftcould
move around the comet's nucleus and view
it from different perspectives. Instruments
on board the spacecraft could study the
comet while its activity builds, peaks, and
dies down as the comet nears the Sun and
then retreats toward the outer solar system.
A rendezvous mission to one or more main-
belt asteroids and flybys of several others
are also under study. In addition, a sample
of cometary material could be obtained by a
spacecraft flying through a comet's tail. The
collected gases and dust could then be re-
turned to Earth.
Future planetary exploration will also focus
an the outer planets-Saturn, Uranus, Nep-
tune, and Pluto. The outer planets and their
ring systems and satellites offer a wide
variety of subjects for study.
1	 1 ^
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he Shuttle
Imaging
Hadar-A
(SIR-A) revealed
the Southern Cali-
fornia coast de-
spite cloud cover
and darkness. An
upgraded version
of the system will
fl y,
 again as SIR-B
in 1984.
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A mission under --tndy at JPL would send
to Saturn a Mariner Mark iI spacecraft
equipped with a probe that would be detach-
ed and would descend to the surface of
Saturn's satellite Titan. The probe would
return information on Titan's atmosphere
and terrain.
Another mission under study would place a
Mariner Mark II in orbit around Saturn to
map Titan in infrared and radio wave-
lengths during repeated close flybys of that
moon. Current studies favor a three-year
mission with 22 Titan encounters and addi-
tional close encounters (less than 2,500
kilometers, or 1,550 miles) with the moons
Dione, Rhea, Hyperion, and Iapetus.
SAMEX
Radar scientists are planning a shuttle ex-
periment that would extend the capabilities
of the synthetic aperture radar—the instru-
ment used for Seasat and SIR-A imaging—
to multispectral imaging. The proposed in-
strument, called the Shuttle Active Micro-
wave Experiment (SAMEX), is being
planned for possible flight in 1986 and
would perform high-resolution and multi-
spectral mapping of Earth.
SHUTTLE, IMAGING RADAR-A
JPL flew the Shuttle lrnagii.g Radar-A
(SIR-A) on the second flight if the space
shuttle Columbia in November 1981. The in-
strument was part of the first shuttle scien-
tific payload.
Images were acquired around the world
with a total coveratre of 10 million square
kilometers (3.9 million square miles). Pre-
liminary analysis of the data is providing
additional information on surface and near-
surface structure, which in some regions is
not available in the most recent geologic
maps.
The ,uccess of SIR-A led to the approval of
the follow-on program (SIR-B), ^N hich will
use a more sophisticated instrument, to be
flown on a shuttic in 1969.
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uge dish an-
tennas 61
meters (210
feel) in diameter
dominate the skv
at the DSN's three
facilities in Cali-
fornia. Spain, and
Australia. The
Nehvork controls
and communicates
%N ith U.S. and
European space-
craft across the
solar system.
DEEP SPACE NETWORK
The Deep Space Network (DSN) operatt-
spacecraft communications facilities it) Cali-
fornia, Spain, and Australia. The Network's
large, 64-meter (210-foot) dish antennas are
located 120 degrees longitude apart to allow
continuous communication with spacecraft
exploring the solar system.
The DSN was developed and is operated hy.
JPL for NASA's Office of Space Tracking
and Data Systems. The Network maintains
cumrnunications with a number of space-
craft, transmitting commands and re;eiving
scientific and engineering data.
Voyagers I and 2, which encountered Jupi-
ter and Saturn, are being tracked and com-
manded through the DSN, and meteorologi-
cal and other scientific information is still
being received from the remaining Viking* 1
larder oil
	
Communications for the
Galileo mission to Jupiter will be conducted
through the DSN.
Pioneers 10 and 11 are managed by NASA's
Ames Research Center, while JPL is re-
sponsible for navigating and communicating
with the spacecraft. Both Pioneers began as
missions to Jupiter, and Pioneer 11 went on
to become the first spacecraft to pass
Saturn. Both continue to return information
on unexplored regions of deep space, and
are expected to operate through the early
1990s.
Launched in the 1960s and also the respon-
sihilit.; of Antes, Pioneers (; through 9 are
still providing data on interplanetary space.
Pioneer 12 continues to orbit and study
Venus. All the Pioneers return their data
through the DSN.
Helios, a joint NASA/West German mission
that sent two spacecraft to explore the Sun
in 1974 and 1976, is managed by the God-
dard Space 1tight Center (GSFC). One of
the spacecraft continues to investigate the
solar wind, the Sun's magnetic field, solar
and galactic cosmic rays, electromagnetic
waves, micrometeoroids, and zodiacal light.
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xperimental
engines atop
mirrored
dish collectors
transform solar
energy into elec-
trical power. This
represents one of
.11 1 1,'s many tasks
in solar energy re-
search for the De-
partment of
Energy.
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.11e DSN will support the "Giotto" space-
craft of the European Space Agency (ESA)
and Japan's "Planet A" and MS-T5 space.
craft. All three spacecraft are scheduled to
intercept Comet Halley in 1986. The net-
work will also support ESA's International
Solar Polar Mission (ISPM) mission to the
Sun in 1385.
A major effort is underway to consolidate
the DSN with the ground stations of the
GSFC Ground Spaceflight Tracking and
Data Network. The combined networks will
cop duct communications with several Earth-
orbiting satellites for which GSFC has been
responsible in the past. while the DSN con-
tinues to track its own deep-space missions.
Radar astronomy experiments for studying
the surfaces of planets, asteroids, and com-
ets are conducted through DSN facilities at
Goldstone. The Network also supports radio
astronomy experiments involving pulsars
and other compact radio sources.
The DSN is also responsible for the Opera-
tional Radio Interferometry Observing Net-
work (ORION), which uses quasars and
radio galaxies as precise reference points
for detecting tectonic-plate motion. Ultra-
precise atomic clocks time the arrival of
energy from an extragalactic source at two
antennas in different locations. The dif-
ference in the signal's arrival times at the
mobile ORION antenna and at a stationary
antenna is calculated, and the distance be-
tween the two is determined. 11' the anten-
nas are located on either side of a fault, the
ORION system can potentially detect plate
movement by measuring changes in the dis-
tance between the two antennas as small as
two centimeters per year.
ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS
JPL has had a strong commitment to our
nation's energy program for more than a
decade, and is engaged in more than 100
energy-conversion tasks, including major ef-
forts in the areas of coal, solar energy, and
conservation.
JPL was selected by the Department of
Energy (DOE) in 1978 as the lead center for
photovoltaics development and application.
(Photovoltaics are solid-state solar energy
devices that directly convert sunlight to
electricity.) Since then, the Flat-Plate Solar
he Hybrid
Power Train
Mule Vehicle
is shown being
fabricated. The
hybrid power
train is composed
of an electric
motor and a four-
cylinder engine.
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Array Project at the Laboratory has spon-
sored advances in photovoltaic technology
that have lead to significant reductions in
manufacturing costs.
As a result, photovoltaics systems are now
economically practical for small-scale appli-
cations in remote areas, and the project is
currently working with industry and univer-
sities to develop longer-term and larger-
scale systems.
The solar-thermal approach to generating
energy from the Sun is being researched at
JPL's Edwards Test Station using parabolic
reflectors that concentrate the Sun's heat to
drive turbine/alternators that produce elec-
tricity. Power generated by these collectors
is fed into the utility grid of the Southern
California Edison Company. In addition,
steam produced by the collectors has been
used to make furfural, a fossil fuel substi-
tute, from agricultural hypro ducts.
Southern California Edison and JPL are
working together on another energy pro-
ject. The Salton Sea in California is the pro-
posed site of a solar-pond power plant that
would supply 600 million watts of power to
the utility company.
A solar pond absorbs heat but does not re-
lease it to the atmosphere, because a stable
upper layer of low-salinity water gruards
dense, warm, saltier water below. Warm
water from the pond is used to drive a tur-
bine that, in turn, produces electricity.
In addition to solar energy, JPL is research-
ing improved ways to mine and use coal as
an energy source. U.S. coal reserves are
among the largest in the world, and the
Fossil EnergyProgram is using JPL
systems-engineering experience to solve
problems of coal recovery and handling and
of synthetic-fuel production. Safer and more
efficient coal-mining systems are being de-
signed, as well as a method for removing
sulfur pollutants from the fuel before burn-
ing it.
A JPL study has shown that coal-powered
locomotives could reduce the operations
costs of the nation's railroads. According to
the study, a coal-burning locomotive, replac
ing the diesel-electric models now in use,
could he in operation by the 1990s.
In other areas of transportation, the Lab-
oratory is conducting an Electric and Hy-
brid Vehicles Project and is a major de-
velooment and test center for the nation's
experimental electric-automobile program.
JPL is developing electric-car technology
and measuring the performance of experi
mental electric and hybrid (combination
gasoline and electric) vehicles in its search
for the fuel-saving cars of t he future.
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The i:tilily Systenis Program at JPL seeks
to develop new techniques for conserving
and storing energy for our nation's existing
utilities, since the growing use of photo-
voltaic, solar-thermal, and wind-turhine
residential and conunu flit y power systems
will necessitate changes in the way the
utilities operate.
The potential exists for millions of new
small power sources, all 01' which must be
integrated into existing utility grids. The
Utility Systems Program has developed new
computer simulation techniques and is
working oil 	 communication and control
technologies that will allow small power
sources to share the energy their systems
produce.
BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Biomedical research was one of the first
nonspace endeavors at JPL. The Labora-
tory's experience in computers, image en-
hancement, and instrumentation continues
to be applied to a variety of biomedical
tasks.
III
	 with the UCLA Depart-
ment of Medicine, JPL is using computer
image analysis to monitor minute changes
in atherosclerotic disease over time. Using
data from participants in a clinical study,
small changes in the disease due to regi-
mens of chemotherapy, diet, and exercise
are being studied at a level of detail never
before available.
An effort sponsored by the National Cancer
Institute is also underway to produce an
automated system for screening cells for
cancer.
The Medical Ultrasound Program is devel-
oping instrumentation for pre- and post-
flight cardiovascular examinations of astro-
nauts and other space shuttle passengers.
The ultrasound research uses recent tech-
nological advances in ultrasound physics,
image processing, and clinical research to
h-ing new ultrasound methods into practical
fl
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use in both clinical environments and the
space program.
A collaborative effort between .I:'L and the
University of Southern California Cancer
Research Center seeks to determine the
consequences of the higher radiation doses
typicall y
 received by shuttle passengers.
Researchers on the project are using JPL's
advanced electro-optical ion detector, at-
tached to a mass spectrometer, to detect
carcinogenic modification of the DNA of
animals li%ing in an irradiated atmosphere.
OCEAN STUDIES
The Ocean Topography Experiment, called
TOPER, is a satellite mission under study
at JPL. TOPE\ would carry an altimeter to
make detailed, global measurements of the
topography, or height differences, of the
ocean surface, which in turn would reveal
the behavior of currents and other features
of ocean circulation. The multiyear mission
is being planned for the late 1980s.
Improved knowledge of the ocean's circula-
tion would contribute to an understanding
of the relationship between the atmosphere
and ocean, and help determine how that cir-
cULrtum affects the ocean flood e-haln, the
movement of pollutants, ;md the operations
of com ► j.;•rcial and naval vessels.
A submersible Advanced Oceanographic
Technology Devel, , prnent Platform
fAt)TUP), designed for deploying and test-
ing oceanographic Instruments and sonars,
was developed by J1 1 1- The AOTDI' is
unique among oceanographic submersibles
because of its computer systems, which
were adapted from space technology. 'they
enable scientific and engineering data to be
processed in re p :-! tine and stored on
magnetic tape. Sonar images obtained by
the AOTDP can be imicessed 1; JPL's im-
age Processing Laboratory.
Five major U.S. oceanographic institutions
are now participants in .11'1,'s Pilot Ocean
Data System, an interconnected data man-
agement system for oceanographic informa-
tion pr(a, ided by JPL, \\'oodr I foie ( )ceano-
graphic Institution, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, Oregon Stale University,
Florida State Universit%. and the Naval
Postgraduate School in Mo mterey,
California.
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DEPARTML,NT OF DEFENSE'
A variety of projects are underway at JI L
for the U.S. Air Force, Army, and Navy
and the Defense Advanced Research Proj-
ects Agency (DARPA,.
Work continues on a new project for the
Air Force Space Division to acnieve, by the
end of the decade, a high degree of defense-
satellite autonomy and independence from
ground stations.
Future efforts will include compilation of
JPL's autonomous spacecraft design experi-
ence into a document for Air Force and in-
dustrial use. Des ign, :evelopment, and
demonstration of a prototype fault-tolerant,
computer-based spacecraft subsystem fur
defense satellites is also planned. Develop-
ment and flight demonstration of the con-
cept will he conducted over a five-year
period.
ROBOTICS
The Laboratory's work in robotics, artificial
intelligence, and teleoperators has expanded
from developing experimental planetarN
rovers in the early 1970s to finding; applica-
tions for automation and performing re-
search on industrial robots that will operate
both in space and on Earth.
Research has concentrated on improving ro-
botic hand/eye systems, which will allow ro-
bots to work with moving, hjects. This tech-
nolog y, being developed f,,r use in the space
shuttle teleoperator arm, will permit remote
nrar.pulatnrs to track and grasp objects,
like satellites, moving past the spacecraft.
J1'L is developing voice-controlled television
cameras that will he used by the astronaut!
operator inside the shuttle to help guide the
arm.
Also in development are proximity sensors
that will enable a robot to "feel" the dis-
tance between its manipulator and the ob-
ject it is aiming for. The Lahnrator , is de-
signing manipulator force sensors that will
allmv robots to judge how much force is
needed to perform and given task.
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